OZURDEX® (dexamethasone intravitreal implant): For the treatment of adult patients with visual impairment due to diabetic macular edema (DME) who are considered unsuitable for, or insufficiently responsive to, non-corticosteroid therapy or are pseudophagic.

Indications:
- Treatment of adult patients with macular edema following laser photocoagulation for Branch Retinal Vein Occlusion (BRVO) or Central Retinal Vein Occlusion (CRVO), inflammation of the posterior segment of the eye presenting as non-infectious uveitis and visual impairment due to diabetic macular edema (DME) who are pseudophagic or who are considered insufficiently responsive to, or unsuitable for, non-corticosteroid therapy.

Contraindications:
- Patients who have a history of increased IOP, steroid-induced glaucoma, or may result in secondary ocular infections. The rise in IOP is related to the systemic absorption of dexamethasone.
- Patients who are pregnant or nursing mothers. The release of dexamethasone from the implant is increased in pregnancy and may be associated with increased intraocular pressure.
- Patients who are breastfeeding. OZURDEX is not recommended during breastfeeding unless clearly necessary.

Warnings/Precautions:
- OZURDEX should be used with caution and only following a careful risk-benefit assessment. These patients should be closely monitored to allow for early diagnosis and management of device migration. Use of OZURDEX should be used with caution.
- Patients with macular edema who are pseudophagic or who are considered insufficiently responsive to, or unsuitable for, non-corticosteroid therapy or are pseudophagic.

Adverse events should be reported to your local regulatory authorities and your Allergan office.
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The Trends in Surgical and Medical Retina is a meeting directed towards retina specialists, and in general, all ophthalmologists with a special interest in this field. The event will provide the opportunity for all participants to keep abreast of the latest technological and scientific advancements in the medical and surgical retina. The meeting will include:

- **A LIVE SURGERY SESSION (9 CASES IN 5 DIFFERENT OPERATING ROOMS)**
- **PANNELS DISCUSSIONS**
- **ROUND TABLES**

Organized by: Borja Corcóstegui, MD
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www.imo.es/retinabarcelona2015
Tel. (+34) 93 253 15 00
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The Barcelona Oculoplastics is a course aimed at ophthalmologists interested in ophthalmic plastic surgery, oculoplastic surgeons, and other professionals with a special interest in the periorbital area (plastic surgeons, aesthetic doctors, dermatologists, etc.). It will be a dynamic and practical course in which prestigious national and international surgeons will perform live surgical procedures for different pathologies (ptosis, retraction, blepharoplasty, etc.) and in addition, will include an oculofacial aesthetics workshop for different treatments with botulinum toxin and fillers in real patients, showing the latest trends and practical operations available in this field.

Organized by: Ramón Medel, MD

For further information:
www.imo.es/barcelonaoculoplastics
Tel. (+34) 93 253 15 00
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This peer-reviewed online-only journal publishes original case reports covering the entire spectrum of ophthalmology, including prevention, diagnosis, treatment, toxicities of therapy, supportive care, quality-of-life, and survivorship issues. The submission of negative results is strongly encouraged. The journal will also accept case reports dealing with the use of novel technologies, both in the arena of diagnosis and treatment. Supplementary material is welcomed. The intent of the journal is to provide clinicians and researchers with a tool to disseminate their personal experiences to a wider public as well as to review interesting cases encountered by colleagues all over the world.

Universally used terms can be searched across the entire growing collection of case reports, further facilitating the retrieval of specific information.

Following the open access principle, the entire contents can be retrieved at no charge, guaranteeing easy access to this valuable source of anecdotal information at all times.
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Recent advances and surgical pearls

Microincision Vitrectomy Surgery
Emerging Techniques and Technology

Editors
Hideyasu Oh
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Over the last two decades, tremendous progress has been made in vitrectomy surgery, most importantly the significant reduction of the gauge and implementation of microincision vitrectomy surgery (MIVS). At the same time, the introduction of wide-viewing systems and the utilization of vital dyes to better recognize structures like the vitreous and membranes have taken place. This volume starts with the fundamentals of MIVS, introducing both the mechanics and the physics of the latest generation of vitreoretinal devices, followed by a description of the discrete gauge systems (i.e. 23-, 25-, and 27-gauge). Individualized but mandatory settings, techniques, and technology are also discussed in detail. There are also more than ten chapters outlining concrete surgical strategies that give surgeons a thorough overview of the procedures. Encompassing an overview of the recent advances in the field, this publication provides a valuable tool for general ophthalmologists as well as vitreoretinal specialists to easily review and master up-to-date information and surgical pearls.
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Orbital surgery deals with a variety of complications occurring in the eye socket comprising inflammatory diseases like thyroid-associated orbitopathy, tumors, infections, and injuries from trauma that affect eye function.

In this volume, renowned European orbital surgery experts share their professional experience and expertise. Their contributions cover basic as well as more specialized up-to-date concepts that are beneficial in the diagnosis and treatment of patients with orbital disorders.

The book offers a practical review of this complex and very interesting branch of ophthalmic plastic surgery for ophthalmology residents, ophthalmic plastic and orbital surgery fellows, ophthalmic plastic surgeons with a special interest in orbital surgery, and general ophthalmologists.
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Ocular Oncology and Pathology provides a selection of topical clinical and basic research articles covering the etiology, pathology, diagnostic techniques, imaging features, and advances in medical and surgical treatment of ophthalmic cancers. The focus lies on clinicopathologic correlations, evidence-based clinical studies and translational science. In addition to original papers, Ocular Oncology and Pathology features timely reviews, controversial topics, and summaries of related articles to ensure that its readers remain well informed.
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